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Handheld Laser Cleaner 100w for Rust Removal

Laser cleaning is characterized by non-abrasive, non-contact, non-thermal effects and materials applicable to

various materials, which is considered to be the most reliable and effective solution. 

Laser cleaning equipment is a new generation of high-tech surface cleaning products. It is easy to install, control,

and implement automation. 

It is easy to operate by turn on the laser cleaning machine when power is connected, then it can clean without
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chemical reagent, medium, or water washing.  

Laser cleaning has many advantages of manual focus adjustment, curved surface cleaning, high and precise

surface cleaning, it also can remove resin, grease, stains, dirt, rust, coating, coating, paint from the surface of the

objects.
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Product Introduction

Product Description

Types of Laser Cleaning ApplicationsTypes of Laser Cleaning Applications

The conventional cleaning industry has an assortment of cleaning
techniques, which are predominantly utilized concoction specialists
and mechanical strategies for cleaning.

As China's ecological insurance laws and guidelines become more
rigid and individuals' natural security and wellbeing mindfulness are
expanding, the number of synthetic concoctions accessible in
mechanical cleaning will diminish.

The di�culty we need to consider is How to search for cleaner and
less intrusive methods of cleaning. What's more, laser cleaning is
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portrayed by non-grating, non-contact, non-warm impacts and
materials pertinent to different materials, which is viewed as the
most dependable and powerful arrangement.

Parameter of Handheld Laser Cleaner:
Model JHC-FL-C60 JHC-FL-C100 JHC-FL-C200 JHC-FL-C500

Power 60W 100W 200W 500W

Gross weight (K
G)

36 41 190 220

Cooling Air Cooling Air/Water Cooling

Dimension 639x496x555mm 987x669x1193mm

Cleaning length 1-100mm (Customized)

Cleaning width 1-20mm (Customized)

Laser Cleaning application: 

Metal surface rust expulsion, Surfacepaint evacuation, and paint treatment, Surfaceoil,
stains, earth cleaning, Surface coating, clear covering, Weldingsurface/splash surface
pretreatment, Stonesurface residue and connection evacuation, Rubber shape buildup
cleaning.

Features of Handheld Laser Cleaner
1. Intended for Continuous Performance Under High-Shock, Vibration, and Dust
Conditions 

2. Mechanized Single transport material taking care of framework 

3. Effectively Recon�gured for Direct Installation into a Production Line Environment 

4. Intended for Maintenance-Free Laser Surface Cleaning and Conditioning 

5. Standard Wall Plug Operation with High Electrical E�ciency

 

Handheld Laser Cleaner Testing Videos
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100W Laser Cleaning System100W Laser Cleaning System

      

Metal surface rust expulsion, Surfacepaint evacuation, and paint treatment, Surfaceoil,
stains, earth cleaning, Surface coating, clear covering, Weldingsurface/splash surface
pretreatment, Stonesurface residue and connection evacuation, Rubber shape buildup
cleaning.

Sino-Galvo Tech. designs develop and manufacture 2-axis and 3-axis scan heads,
scanning systems, high power scanning heads, and controlling hardware and
software. We can supply you with scanning solutions that support advanced industrial
processes, electronics, and laser-based medical applications. If you are interested,
please contact us directly for further communication. We will provide you the best
products and services at the best price and performance. 
Welcome to consult: +8618921551023
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Portable Laser Rust Removal Machine

Backpack Industrial Laser Cleaning Machine For Rust
Removal
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Portable Metal Surface Laser Cleaner
System

Laser Cleaning Gun Portable 
Deruster
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